SUMMER 2018 EXTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES LISTING BY STATE

An externship is a 3-5 day job shadow opportunity with an alumnus/a, parent, or friend of Gettysburg College. Externships are open to students of ALL class years! More details can be found at www.gettysburg.edu/externships

Applications (Part 1 and 2) due by March 11 at 11:59p.m.
Part 1: Complete the online application at www.gettysburg.edu/externships
Part 2: Submit a one-page resume to tkurzawa@gettysburg.edu (subject line: Externship Resume; please save your resume document as LAST NAME_Resume.pdf)

72 externships in 24 states!

ARIZONA

Dr. Rick Kirshner '86 - CVC, LLC (Phoenix, AZ)
Organization: I am a heart surgeon and work in several different hospitals in the Phoenix/Scottsdale area.
Externship: The extern will have the opportunity to observe surgery, meet patients and observe in the clinical and hospital setting. REQUIREMENT: Provide TB test/results, per hospital policy.
Possible Dates: TBD with host (not May 21-25
Homestay: Yes

CALIFORNIA

Allison Cantor '09 - Film Composer (Hidden Hills, CA)
Organization: I work as an assistant to a film composer, creating musical score for film and television. Interested parties should be studying music, interested in film music specifically and have a basic knowledge of some music technology.
Externship: Summers are often our slow period, so the experience may vary. If we are in a slower period of time without an active project, I can give the extern a tour of the studio and explain the process of scoring in-depth with real-life examples. We may have some basic projects involving organizing music or something similar. If we’re in the middle of an active project, the extern will get to observe the process, seeing what steps are taken and what it’s like to score a project in real time. Either way, I will also do my best to connect the extern with a live scoring session with musicians (again will depend what's happening in town that week).
Possible Dates: May 14-18, May 21-25, May 28-June 1, Aug 6-10, aug 13-17
Homestay: No

Matthew Fisher P’19 - Hanson Bridgett LLP (San Francisco, CA)
Organization: Hanson Bridgett is a multi-practice regional law firm in Northern California. My practice is a business oriented in the areas of corporate securities, venture capital investing and start-ups.
Externship: A typical work week for a business associate attorney.
Possible Dates: Mid-June through July (no July 4th time frame)
Homestay: Yes

Elaine Hesser Giuliano '83 - Carmel Pine Cone Newspaper (Pacific Grove, CA)
Organization: Depending on the week, we might research and write about a wide variety of subjects, from holiday origins to pets to music and vintage cars. I edit and assemble the special sections (stuff like "Women in Business," and supplements tied to specific special events) with the owner and publisher of the paper. I also edit our quarterly magazine, "Healthy Lifestyles," write all of its content, and help choose images for it.
We might edit freelancers' work, and read and evaluate pitches (proposals for articles from freelance writers). I do a combination of telecommuting and working in the office, which is about a 40-minute drive away. I work a flexible schedule, which means that while I might be working on Memorial Day, we might take time off to go to the Monterey Bay Aquarium on a Wednesday afternoon.

Externship: Student will observe putting a weekly, hyper-local newspaper together from beginning to end. They will help prep for and conduct at least one interview, and depending on her contributions, may get a byline and/or a photo credit. If there’s an area they’d like to try to write about, I'd be happy to walk the student through how to do that and file an article for possible inclusion in the paper. They'll learn a little about Associated Press style, and participate in proofreading the paper before it goes to press. If the student is a budding photographer, she should bring her camera (or camera phone). They'll also meet the owner of a public relations firm, a freelance writer or two. Please read The Carmel Pine Cone at www.pineconearchive.com. I've specified dates tied to big local events and special sections we'll be prepping for. I suggest including a weekend (or both) on either end of the trip so we can explore Monterey County in all its diversity. We have everything from big Ag, to Steinbeck, to a huge marine sanctuary.

Possible Dates: May 28-June 1; July 2-6, July 16-20, July 23-27, July 30-Aug 3, Aug 6-10, Aug 13-17
Homestay: Yes (for a student who identifies as female)

Cynthia Hill '90 - zakhill Group (Santa Monica, CA)
Organization: zakhill Group is a boutique marketing and partnerships agency that connects brands with entertainment companies through innovative marketing partnerships that attract attention, engage audiences and deliver value. Clients include: Warner Bros Pictures, Warner Bros Home Entertainment, 2K Games, The DGA Awards, The Oscars

Externship: *Assess a movie script for product placement opportunities, partner integration ideas and digital activation ideas  
*Write a script breakdown and assessment  
*Research trends and competitive partnerships in the videogame space  
*Research partnerships on summer film releases

Possible Dates: May 14-18, June 4-8, July 16-20, July 23-27, Aug 13-17
Homestay: No

Dr. Jeffrey Pearson '79 - Graybill Medical Group: Carlsbad (Oceanside, CA)
Organization: Full family and sports medicine practice in San Diego County. [see website for practice details]

Externship: The ins/outs of a private medical practice. Excellent exposure for pre-med students.
Possible Dates: TBD with host
Homestay: Yes

COLORADO

Dr. Wayne Ewing '57 - The Wet Mountain Tribune (Westcliffe, CO)
Organization: The Tribune is in its 135th year, a weekly fixture here; our award winning writing focuses on our distinctive niche--local, community oriented news. It’s not all bake sales and smiley faces; we confront controversial issues in the community, and actually scooped, in September, 2015, Colorado's largest illegal marijuana grow bust in history, an eight state, multi-agency operation that broke up a multi-million dollar Cuban cartel. And we do this from offices in a 125 year old house, complete with pot-bellied stove--and up to date technology...A free, teaser version of our weekly is available at www.wetmountaintribune.com

Externship: An extern interested in how isolated, rural communities remain alive and well with a vibrant and stimulating life, economically, politically, creatively, religiously (I'm a supply priest with historic St. Luke's Episcopal Mission here), and how the news coverage of this life remains still a bulwark of journalism at the local level would be quite engaged here. An extern exploring reportorial writing might be extensively engaged in covering, for example, the Westcliffe Center for the Performing Arts Shakespeare Festival, or our regionally noted Blue Grass Festival...and so on. We'd make certain the student had ample opportunity to hike or horseback or mountain bike in the Sangres (the Rainbow Trail
extends the entire length of the range), or, as did the 2016 extern, raft on the wild Arkansas River through Big Horn Canyon.

**Possible Dates:** July 9-15  
**Homestay:** Yes

**Dr. Mark Langston P’21 - School Distriick 27J** *(Brighton, CO)*

**Organization:** I am a public high school administrator - currently in the extended suburbs of Denver, CO. I oversee planning, scheduling, counseling, Fine Arts, and CTE content areas.

**Externship:** If you want to be a public educator, have you ever wondered what happens in a large comprehensive high school when students and teachers are not there? Here is a one week opportunity (4 day work week).  **REQUIRED:** Background/Clearances  
**Possible Dates:** June 11-15, July 30-Aug 3  
**Homestay:** No

**CONNECTICUT**

**Jennifer McMahon ’93 - Connecticut Hospice** *(Branford, CT)*

**Organization:** The Connecticut Hospice is America’s first hospice, established in 1974.

**Externship:** Student will have the opportunity to observe the workings of the inter-disciplinary team at Connecticut Hospice. At hospice, you will observe hospice and palliative care medicine boarded physicians and advanced practice registered nurses, as well as on-site pharmacists and clinical social workers, meeting the care needs for the terminally ill and patients in need of end-of-life and comfort care. Other disciplines represented at hospice include physical therapy, pastoral care, art therapy, music therapy, reiki, and nutrition. You will be expected to observe the two weekly IDT meetings, sit in on admissions, and witness the discharge planning process when needed. You will also observe the bereavement work that is conducted at and after the time of death. Depending on your area of interest, your experience can be customized accordingly. You will be reporting to an LCSW (Licensed Clinical Social Worker) during your externship. **REQUIREMENTS:** Provide current immunization records, confidentiality agreement, and proof of health insurance coverage  
**Possible Dates:** TBD with host  
**Homestay:** Yes

**Peter Vermilyea ’94 - Housatonic Valley Regional High School** *(Falls Village, CT)*

**Organization:** Semi-rural public high school. I teach four classes and run the Social Studies Department.

**Externship:** Lesson planning, instruction, assessment, and any pertinent meetings.  
**Possible Dates:** May 14-18, May 29-June 1, June 4-8  
**Homestay:** No

**DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (WASHINGTON, DC)**

**Lauren Keefe ’09 - Krooth & Altman, LLP** *(Washington, DC)*

**Organization:** In 1947, Krooth & Altman’s founding partners, David Krooth and Norman Altman, envisioned the firm as a means of providing the highest level of legal expertise and strategic counseling. K&A maintains that strong tradition in a national law practice focused on real estate and capital finance and related business matters that promote decent, affordable housing and healthcare facilities throughout the United States. Our attorneys pride themselves as “lawyers’ lawyers,” with decades of experience in laws and public policy related to all aspects of real estate; including multifamily housing and healthcare financing, debt and equity transactions, taxable and tax-exempt financings, mortgage and investment banking, secondary market debt transactions, project subsidies and credit enhancements, tax, employment, corporations, partnerships and alternative entity organizational structures, and debt relief and restructuring. Our clients
include a wide array of national bankers, developers, and investors in real estate and mortgage finance activities. The externship opportunity will be with K&A's Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac housing practice group.

Externship: During the 3-day externship, the extern will have the opportunity to shadow an attorney, a Gettysburg alumna, who practices in our Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac group. As part of this experience, the extern will observe the daily interactions between clients and counsel. The externship will serve as an introduction to the intricacies of multifamily commercial real estate financing. The extern will experience the negotiating skills as well as a sample of the work required to successfully structure such financing, including detailed review of title documents and land surveys, regulations, organizational documents, legal opinions, and loan documents.

Possible Dates: Flexible (TBD with host, not Memorial Day or July 2-6)
Homestay: No

David Tamasi '94 - Chartwell Strategy Group (Washington, DC)
Organization: Chartwell is a strategic advisory firm specializing in government relations, political risk management, and strategic communications. We partner with leaders of the world's most influential companies and organizations to navigate high-stakes policy and reputational issues.

Externship: Public relations and public affairs day-to-day activities. (client communications, media pitches, strategy sessions, legislative monitoring, conference calls, capitol hill events and hearings)
Possible Dates: May 14-18, May 21-25, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27
Homestay: No

FLORIDA

Courtney Hughes '07 - New College of Florida (Sarasota, FL)
Organization: New College of Florida is a small, residential liberal arts college located on the Sarasota Bay on the Gulf Coast of Florida. A member of the state university system, it has a population of 850 students. The hallmark of New College is small class size, a 10:1 ratio, and the highest percentage of students receiving prestigious awards such as the Fulbright, Truman and Goldwater scholarships, as well as student research grants. Reporting to the Dean of Students, I am responsible for developing, implementing, and evaluating orientation, the first year experience, and first-year student retention programming.

Externship: Over the summer months, I prepare for the college's August first-year orientation program and subsequent first-year experience programming. The extern will have the opportunity to assist with event planning and program management, program design, team building, and organizational planning. In addition, the extern will have the opportunity to work with high performing students as I continue to work as the Fulbright Program Advisor during the summer months. The extern will have the opportunity to meet with and observe colleagues in student and academic affairs, as well as senior staff interaction with the Provost, Dean of Students, and President.
Possible Dates: May 14-18, July 23-27, August 13-17
Homestay: Yes

Patrick Pendergast '99 - Ryder (Miami, FL)
Organization: We are an outsourced provider of transportation solutions. Visit Ryder.com to learn more about the company. Depending on student(s) location, we could offer an externship in a different location, as we have multiple offices.

Externship: Student will have the opportunity to observe: HR, Talent Acquisition, Strategic HR projects, Recruitment marketing, Social media strategy
Possible Dates: Availability depends on location of externship
Homestay: No
GEORGIA

Dr. Van Nostrand '04 - Emory University School of Medicine (Atlanta, GA)
Organization: Interventional pulmonologist at Emory University Midtown Hospital. Perform advanced diagnostic and therapeutic procedures of the lung, airway and pleural space.
Externship: Observe procedures in the endoscopy unit, operating room and critical care units. Also observe patients in the outpatient setting.
Possible Dates: Flexible - TBD with host
Homestay: Yes

ILLINOIS

David Zapata '94 - Zapwater Communications (Chicago, IL)
Organization: Zapwater Communications is a public relations agency specializing in lifestyle brands. To our clients, we are partners, innovators, energizers and business-builders. We infuse every project with passion and dexterity. We integrate multidisciplinary services — digital engagement, experiential tactics, influencer and media relations — in combinations that drive bottom-line results. And we win industry awards, more than 90+ to date, that demonstrate our ongoing commitment to excellence.
Externship: Zapwater is committed to delivering award-winning public relations services that achieve direct and measurable results toward each client’s objectives. Our offices in Chicago and Los Angeles share a culture that fosters creativity and recognizes quality, productivity, collaboration and enthusiasm. Long-standing relationships and the knowledge and determination to lead in a dynamically evolving industry distinguishes Zapwater’s work. The brands that we serve center on five primary lifestyle categories. Our category teams are specialists in their fields — they know the platforms, the media, the influencers and the delivery needed to achieve heightened awareness and connect with customers. Categories include: Consumer Services/Products  Design/Real Estate  Fashion/Beauty/Retail  Hospitality Travel/Destination
Possible Dates: TBD with host
Homestay: No

INDIANA

Jill Henry (Friend of Gburg) - Komen Tissue Bank (Indianapolis, IN)
Organization: The Komen Tissue Bank is a unique bio-repository of normal breast tissue, and matched serum, plasma, and DNA. Our samples are used both as normal controls in cancer research and as a system to understand the healthy breast. We hold tissue collection events 2-3 times a year and work continuously to raise awareness about the importance of understanding normal.
Externship: The extern will be working in our offices. An interest in communication would be helpful. A thorough knowledge and understanding of the workings of social media sites such as facebook, twitter, and instagram is requested. We are constantly coming up with new projects that we could use help on, but some examples of previous projects our interns have done are database programming, medical follow-up calling, de-identifying mammograms, organizing supplies for our next event, retrieving sets of DNA tubes for special projects, auditing donor data, and helping at outreach events. Projects can be tailored to the student’s interest but depend largely on what is most urgent at the time. The student will also be present during our weekly staff meeting which will give him/her an opportunity to learn a little bit about every aspect of our organization.
Possible Dates: May 14-18, May 21-25, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, June 25-29, July 23-27, July 30-August 3,
**KENTUCKY**

**Dr. Melissa Zook '94 - London Women's Care Family Medicine (London, KY)**

**Organization:** I am a family physician in rural, southeastern Kentucky. My patients are mostly low income women, children and elderly folks from the foothills of rural, Appalachian Kentucky. I see newborns, sick and well children, pregnant women with medical problems and adults with acute and chronic illnesses like diabetes, COPD and high blood pressure. I also work with patients in recovery from opiate addiction, particularly pregnant women and mothers. I care for a number of patients with HIV and Hepatitis C. I do office procedures like minor skin surgery, joint injections and removing the random objects that small children stick in their noses and ears. Every day is different and while these are the 'usual' things I see, after ten years in practice, I still see things that are new to me on a regular basis. I work Monday through Friday from 8-5.

**Externship:** Students will spend 5 days with me one on one in the office seeing patients. Students will learn what a family physician does in practice and see a variety of patients. Students will learn about the culture of eastern Kentucky and Appalachia. We will spend time discussing the healthcare system and healthcare policy in broad context. We will talk about social, economic and family influences on health and barriers to good health. We will talk about the role of mental health in wellness. We will discuss prevention and wellness including nutrition, vaccination, anticipatory guidance in childhood, suicide prevention, preventing falls in the elderly, medication safety, cancer screening and other safety/wellness issues across the lifespan.

I enjoy getting to know the students and helping them to identify talents, skills and interests they possess that may not necessarily be represented on their transcript or CV. These are often gifts that are most valuable in a career as a healthcare provider. I spend a lot of time talking with the students about my work process as a physician, how I think as a physician, which resources I use and why, how I stay current with my education. Finally, I am happy to discuss my personal career arc and how I do my best to balance my work with life as a mom/wife/domestic goddess.

**Possible Dates:** Flexible (not May 14-June 1 or July 23-27)

**Homestay:** Yes

**MASSACHUSETTS**

**Amelia Benstead '16 - Boston African American National Historic Site (Boston, MA)**

**Organization:** Boston African American National Historic Site (BOAF) preserves and interprets the history of the free African American community on the north slope of Beacon Hill during the 19th century. Members of this community led the abolitionist movement, fought for the desegregation of public schools in Boston, operated safe houses on the Underground Railroad, built and organized in the African Meeting House, and enlisted in the Massachusetts 54th Regiment, the first northern black regiment during the Civil War. Working in partnership with the Museum of African American History, BOAF rangers present historic programs in the African Meeting House and lead tours of the Black Heritage Trail®, a walking tour through Beacon Hill that connects the homes, businesses, schools, and churches of this resilient and defiant community.

**Externship:** The student will have the opportunity to meet with the site’s staff and supervisor, visit the Black Heritage Trail®, and observe ranger talks at the Museum of African American History’s African Meeting House. Additionally, the student will experience programming at Boston National Historical Park, and Boston Harbor Islands National and State Park. This externship opportunity will provide a thorough but succinct introduction to historical interpretation, the National Parks of Boston, and the National Park Service as a whole.
**Possible Dates:** July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27

**Homestay:** No

**Stacy Godnick ’84 - Boston University (Boston, MA)**

**Organization:** Academic administration, academic affairs, student affairs. As the associate dean for student academic life for the College of General Studies, a two-year core curriculum program at Boston University, I oversee academic advising and student leadership programs. I also serve on various university committees: Retention, admissions, etc.

**Externship:** I usually tailor the externship according the student's interests. I can give exposure and informational sessions with all aspects of higher ed: admissions, academic advising, operations, orientation, student activities, community service, residence life, etc. Will attend meetings and will interact with staff and incoming freshmen during orientation. Upper level meetings, summer orientation programs, academic advising.

**Possible Dates:** June 11-15, June 18-22

**Homestay:** No

**JT Mann P’20 - Eliassen Group, LLC (Reading, MA)**

**Organization:** Eliassen Group is a mid-size staffing and consulting company based in suburban Boston. We place employees around the country in a wide-range of IT, life science, government and Agile roles. My work is focused on the operations of the in-house Legal and Administrative Services functions. My Legal team oversees all contracts, subcontracts, leases and litigation for the company. My Admin Services team oversees all facilities, travel, and procurement issues.

**Externship:** The extern will have the opportunity to see what it is like to be: - a business lawyer for a company - a contracts specialist - a business paralegal - an immigration paralegal - a facilities manager - a recruiter

**REQUIRED:** Background check

**Possible Dates:** May 21-25, June 4-8, June 18-22, June 25-29, July 9-13, July 23-27

**Homestay:** Yes

**Dr. Robert Pomponio ’88 - Sanofi (Framingham, MA)**

**Organization:** Sanofi is a global life sciences company committed to improving access to healthcare and supporting the people we serve throughout the continuum of care. From prevention to treatment, Sanofi transforms scientific innovation into healthcare solutions, in human vaccines, rare diseases, multiple sclerosis, oncology, immunology, infectious diseases, diabetes and cardiovascular solutions and consumer healthcare. More than 110,000 people at Sanofi are dedicated to make a difference on patients’ daily life, wherever they live and enable them to enjoy a healthier life. As a Scientific Advisor for the Translational Medicine Early Development platform I work with project teams who are developing exciting therapeutics to address unmet medical needs in many the therapeutic areas mentioned above to identify and implement biomarker strategies that provide information on safety, efficacy, patient stratification and monitoring of disease during treatment. My role connects me to programs from early R&D through clinical development, clinical trials and market approval.

**Externship:** The extern will gain a better appreciation of the process and work that goes into developing new therapeutics in one of the world’s global pharmaceutical companies. Additionally they will be able to talk with recent grads, mid career and established career scientists to gain their insights on the opportunities that exist and what it is like to work in the Biotech/Pharma environment.

**Possible Dates:** May 14-18, June 11-15, July 16-20, July 23-27, July 30-Aug 3, Aug 13-17

**Homestay:** No

**Sara Tower ’12 - Nutwood Farm (Cummington, MA)**

**Organization:** Nutwood Farm is an ecologically integrated regenerative agroforestry farm growing hazelnuts, chestnuts, walnuts, and other perennial edible tree crops in Cummington, MA. Our goal is to provide delicious, nutrient dense foods for our community while enhancing the fertility, diversity and resilience of the ecosystem we inhabit. We are...
working to help shift our local food system towards regenerative agriculture and develop long-term food sovereignty and bold economic sufficiency in our community.

**Externship:** Student externs will learn and practice skills including:
- Whole Farm Planning
- Land Acquisition and Tenure
- Holistic Land Management Practices such as silvapasture, hedgerow alley cropping, soil remineralization, ecological orchard management, rotational grazing, etc.
- Permaculture Design and Installation
- Green and Natural Building Design and Construction
- Perennial Multistrata Agroforestry
- No-Till Carbon Farming
- Small Herd Management
- Pasture Management with scythes
- Use and Maintenance of Farm Tools
- Seasonal Food Processing and Preservation
- Rural Community Food System Development

Various other topics to be covered based upon interests and timing

**Possible Dates:** Flexible (TBD with host)

**Homestay:** Yes

**MARYLAND**

**Judge David Boynton '79 - Montgomery County Circuit Court (Rockville, MD)**

**Organization:** I am an Associate Judge for the 6th Judicial Circuit of Maryland which covers both Montgomery and Frederick counties. We are a general jurisdiction trial court where jury trials are conducted involving both civil and criminal cases. We also handle non jury matters including family law cases, juvenile delinquency, neglect and abuse cases, estate and probate matters, and many other cases involving civil disputes.

**Externship:** I am currently sitting in the adult criminal rotation which will last until the end of June, I then transfer into the family law section. Prior to the end of June, the extern will observe court and jury trials involving felony criminal charges, sentencing hearings, violation of probation hearings, motions to suppress and other preliminary matters. Beginning in July, the extern will observe trials involving issues of divorce, child custody, visitation, child support, alimony, division of marital property, and modification hearing involving all of the above.

**Possible Dates:** May 14-18, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 25-29, July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27, Aug 6-10, Aug 13-17

**Homestay:** No

**Jim Kelly P’19 - Prudential Financial (Owings Mills, MD)**

**Organization:** With a Prudential Financial Professional, clients are guided through financial challenges every step of the way, including: evaluating financial needs and goals; developing a strategy to address them, reviewing/adjusting approach as needed; work collaboratively with attorneys and accountants of our clients. Our business is built on strong fundamentals, diverse businesses, a valued reputation, and a commitment to risk management. In fact, we touch the lives of millions of people who depend on us to help them meet their financial challenges. Please see our website: https://www.prudential.com/

**Externship:** Learn how financial professionals bring value to their clients -- and the value that financial professionals find in what they do. You'll discover the exciting work and the interesting questions and challenges that Prudential financial professionals tackle on a daily basis. Learn even more at www.prudential.com/BecomeAnFPA. As a Prudential Financial Professional, I guide individuals, couples and families through their financial challenges and help make their journey a little less overwhelming. REQUIREMENTS: Student must sign a confidentiality waiver with Prudential

**Possible Dates:** TBD with host

**Homestay:** Yes

**David Tohn '87 - BTS Software Solutions (Columbia, MD)**

**Organization:** BTS-S2 has three divisions. Our government services division provides communications management, network management for deployable communications and networking systems, and specialized software development. Our commercial services division provides customer marketing and sales infrastructure development and implementation for retail customers. As well, we have a third Towson and broadcast media for advanced closed
captioning and transcription technologies. Verb8tm is a speech to text technology company. See our website for more details.

**Externship:** Program management, corporate operations, customer engagements, strategic planning, operational leadership.

**Possible Dates:** Flexible (TBD with host)

**Homestay:** No

**MAINE**

**Dr. Jennie Marvelle ’02 - Boothbay Animal Hospital (Boothbay, ME)**

**Organization:** Small Animal Hospital with 6 veterinarians. Mostly cat and dog with occasional pocket pet clients.

**Externship:** Extern will shadow the veterinarian.

**Possible Dates:** May 21-25, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, June 25-29, July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27, July 30-Aug 3, Aug 6-10, Aug 13-17

**Homestay:** Yes

**MICHIGAN**

**Lauren Hicks ’14 - All State Fastener (Roseville, MI)**

**Organization:** All State Fastener Corporation prides itself on being a global leader within the fastener industry. Operating for more than 50 years, we have been working in partnership with major OEM’s and Tier Suppliers in industries including Automotive, Heavy Truck, Transportation, Heavy Equipment, Electronics, Appliances and Construction. Because Detroit is known as "The Motor City", it is no surprise that the majority of our business involves the local automotive companies like GM, Ford, and Chrysler. While our corporate office is located in Roseville, MI, we have offices on both the East and West Coast as well as in Asia.

**Externship:** Students who choose All State Fastener for their externship will have the option to shadow various departments or to focus on the department that best correlates with their academic background and interest. These departments include Human Resources, Sales, Engineering, Accounting, Quality, and Production.

**Possible Dates:** May 14-18, May 21-25, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, June 25-29, July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27, July 25-29, Aug 6-10, Aug 13-17

**Homestay:** Yes

**NORTH CAROLINA**

**Grant Kaley ’92 - Fidelity Investments (Durham, NC)**

**Organization:** Fidelity Investments is the world’s premier Mutual Fund Company, the highest-rated Brokerage Company, and the largest provider of employer-sponsored 401k plans. It also happens to provide the largest public charity—Fidelity Charitable. We are looking to create a brand new digital experience for giving to charity and would love your help. We are looking for creatively serious leaders to participate in this project.

**Externship:** Using design thinking principles you will learn during your assignment, you will gather user feedback and provide your own contribution and input into the design of this new digital experience. NOTE: It is helpful if a student has access to a car/transportation for this externship.

**Possible Dates:** June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, June 25-29

**Homestay:** No

**Dr. Gregory Lewbart '81 - NCSU College of Veterinary Medicine (Raleigh, NC)**

**Organization:** The week would be spend working with the NCSU-CVM Turtle Rescue Team, a wildlife clinic for sick and injured turtles. Here's the web site: [www.turtlerescueteam.org](http://www.turtlerescueteam.org) While I am the faculty mentor/advisor for the
program, I would not be on site most of the time. Veterinary students, with my input and guidance, would be doing most of the direct supervision.

**Externship**: Reptile (mostly turtle) natural history, husbandry, preventive medicine, physical examination, anesthesia, surgery, pain management, rehabilitation.

**Possible Dates**: May 14-18, May 28-June 1, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27, July 30-Aug 3, Aug 6-10, Aug 13-17

**Homestay**: No

**NEW JERSEY**

**Judge Peter Barnes ’78 - Office of the Superior Court of New Jersey (Trenton, NJ)**

**Organization**: Family Division of Middlesex County court system

**Externship**: Judicial Interns in the Family Division of the Middlesex County court system

**Possible Dates**: TBD with host

**Homestay**: No

**Dr. Marsha Comegno ’94 - Journey Education Consulting, LLC (Moorestown, NJ)**

**Organization**: Journey Education Consulting helps students, parents, and others navigate the college admissions process. Matching students to institutions that meet their needs, qualifications, talents, and goals is important to ensure future success. We help students identify, explore, and match their passions to “best fit” colleges through self-exploration and the demonstration of themselves in the application process.

**Externship**: The extern will learn about what is behind the process of helping families navigate the college process. Specifically, he or she will understand the knowledge needed and tools used to help students find colleges and universities that will be a good fit academically, socially, and financially. The extern will also understand how to help students demonstrate their unique selves in the application process. Please note that this is not a typical 9am-5pm externship and the student may not meet everyday during the week (off days may be research based on my cases). Additionally, due to confidentiality, the extern will not participate in actual client meetings.

**Possible Dates**: May 14-18, May 29-Jun 3

**Homestay**: No

**John Comegno ’94 - Comegno Law Group PC (Moorestown, NJ)**

**Organization**: General practice law firm, concentrating practice in Education Law.

**Externship**: Externs may observe and interact with our attorneys as they practice their various areas of law.

**Possible Dates**: May 14-18, May 21-25, May 28-June 1, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, July 30-Aug 3, Aug 6-10

**Homestay**: No

**Dr. John Dalena P’20 - Summit Medical Group (florham park, NJ)**

**Organization**: medical practice

**Externship**: Gastroenterology REQUIRED: Per hospital requirements, student must be 18 years of age and have a 2.5 GPA or higher. The selected student will have to complete a formal hospital application for shadowing through the Summit Medical Group Foundation and a 200 word essay on why they wish to participate, as well as sign several waivers related to confidentiality. The student will work with the Center for Career Development to navigate this process.

**Possible Dates**: TBD as the summer gets closer

**Homestay**: No

**Kimberly Martino P’18 - Pleasant Run Family Physicians (Neshanic Station, NJ)**

**Organization**: We are a family practice in a rural community.

**Externship**: Student will shadow a Physician Assistant each day and will have direct patient contact. They will observe
daily routine and will have access to EMR as well.
Possible Dates: May 14-18, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, June 25-29
Homestay: Yes

Arthur Pavluk, Esq. P’21 - Barrett & Pavluk, LLC (Ocean, NJ)
Organization: We are a busy litigation practice located on the NJ shore. Our primary counties of practice are Monmouth, Ocean and Middlesex. The applicant will observe and get a feel for civil litigation pleadings and discovery as well as court and arbitration appearances.
Externship: The day-to-day operations of a civil litigation legal practice.
Possible Dates: Flexible (TBD with host)
Homestay: No

Kristine Riecker P’18, P’14 - Alaris Health (Jersey City, NJ)
Organization: I am the Corporate Dietitian for Alaris Health. Alaris Health Centers are leading providers of short-term post-hospital rehabilitation and long-term and specialty care, with Member Health Centers throughout the state of New Jersey. From Five-Star Quality ratings to a dedicated and caring staff, resident care and satisfaction are always on the top of our Member Health Centers’ priority list! Today, Alaris Member Health Centers are setting new standards in quality, service and innovation. Using their innovative focus, Alaris Member Health Centers will continue to lead the way in an evolving health care environment. Our Member Health Centers always make sure residents are treated with the most advanced care and provided with an ever-increasing range of services and care options.
Externship: The extern will have the opportunity to observe members of the Interdisciplinary care team, in a sub acute care rehabilitation center, the main focus will be on clinical nutrition and Food Services. The extern will observe and participate in the completion of comprehensive nutritional assessments, assist in developing appropriate nutritional plans of care for residents, monitors resident status and takes appropriate actions, while working collaboratively with the interdisciplinary team.
Possible Dates: Flexible after June 11
Homestay: No

George Vallone ’76 - The Hoboken Brownstone Co. (Jersey City, NJ)
Organization: Brownfield re-developers.
Externship: Land Use; Environmental; Remediation; Construction; Marketing; Finance
Possible Dates: Flexible (TBD with host)
Homestay: No

NEW YORK

Caitlin McCarthy Polifka ’09 - NYU Stern School of Business (New York, NY)
Organization: Oversees the MBA International Programs
Externship: If there are students interested in working in non-profit or who are thinking about getting their MBA, this might be a great fit.
Possible Dates: June 18-22, Aug 6-10 (maybe July 25-29)
Homestay: No

Laura (Osgoodby) Pompilio ’86 - Citibank (New York, NY)
Organization: Manage the Crisis Management and Business Continuity for about 1/3 of the bank. This covers all the Corporate Functions (Human Resources, Finance, Legal, Compliance, etc.. and all of the operations and technology that supports the bank (data centers, network, etc)
Externship: What a day in a global position is like and about many different programs that a bank or any big business
must address daily to manage the resiliency and crisis management for any financial organization.

**Possible Dates:** June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22, July 9-13, Aug 13-17

**Homestay:** No

**Robert Contri '83 - Deloitte (New York, NY)**

**Organization:** Management consulting and advisory for financial institutions

**Externship:** client interaction  practice management

**Possible Dates:** July 23-27

**Homestay:** Yes

**Henry Dunlop '72 - Atlantic (USA) LLC (New York, NY)**

**Organization:** Atlantic (USA) LLC is a Commodity dealer in physical raw Coffee and Cocoa. As such we source these products from countries of origin and we sell to either roasters or manufacturers in North America. Atlantic (USA) LLC is a member of the ECOM Group of Commodity Companies.

**Externship:** Extern(s) will learn all aspects of commodity trading, from sourcing at origin to selling to manufacturers and roasters. There is a special emphasis on the physical product with time spent in the coffee and cocoa Labs.

**Possible Dates:** Flexible (TBD with host)

**Homestay:** No

**Julie Hoplamazian '00 - Church of St. Luke & St. Matthew (Brooklyn, NY)**

**Organization:** I am a priest of a family-size urban church (average Sunday attendance 100) in a rapidly growing neighborhood. Located in the heart of historic/downtown Brooklyn, St. Luke & St. Matthew serves a diverse community of people - rich and poor, black and white, gay and straight, young and old. My work involves ministering to all these folks- from office work to hospital visits to preaching on Sundays.

**Externship:** What the daily life of a minister is. How to handle people's delicate, complex life situations. What it's like to balance a morning of responding to emails with an afternoon visit to someone in hospice care. If any students are considering ministry, I'd be happy to host. It's not a normal 9-5 job, that's for sure.

**Possible Dates:** May 14-18, May 21-25, May 28-June 1, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22  (Best if a student can come Tues/Wed through Sunday)

**Homestay:** Yes

**Benjamin Jones '94 - Battery Park City Authority (New York, NY)**

**Organization:** West of the West Side Highway in Lower Manhattan lies Battery Park City, a mixed-use boasting 36 acres of impeccably maintained parks and open spaces managed by New York State's Battery Park City Authority. Established along the shore where dilapidated piers once stood, the neighborhood has achieved worldwide acclaim as a blueprint for successful urban development.

**Externship:** The externship will support activities of the project management office, including a range of technology, customers service and event-related projects. Responsibilities may include obtaining updates on initiatives, tracking project progress, conducting research to help shape new programs, and leaning basic project management skills.

**Possible Dates:** TBD June or July

**Homestay:** No

**Gabe Palacio P'19 - Gabe Palacio Photography (Katonah, NY)**

**Organization:** Gabe Palacio Photography provides photography services to a summer music festival at Caramoor Center for Music and Arts. The music festival takes place from June 17 through July 30th with 5 nights a week of performances by variety of music genres including jazz, roots, orchestral, chamber, and opera. Visit http://www.caramoor.org for information about the music and performers.

**Externship:** Extern will accompany photographer to all shows during the work period (best to include a Sat and Sun) and
participate in capture and delivery of all photos. This is best for someone interested in photography, video, marketing, and music.

Possible Dates: June 18-22, June 25-29, July 2-6, July 9-13, July 16-20, July 23-27
Homestay: No

Beth Ritchey '85, P'21 - Ipsos (New York, NY)

Organization: Ipsos is a global market research firm, the 4th largest market research firm globally. I am a VP in our technology research team. We design market research studies, execute and analyze research findings for new product development, marketing communications, advertising effectiveness, brand health and customer experience. Our clients (on my team) include many of the top telecom and technology firms.

Externship: The extern will learn what it's like to work in market research, typical work activities and client engagements. I was a psychology major at Gettysburg, and market research was a great field for me to use my psychological research skills in a business and marketing application. REQUIRED: The student will need to sign a basic confidentiality agreement (all information learned about clients and their marketing strategies during the visit is confidential)

Possible Dates: July 9-13, July 30-Aug 3, Aug 6-10
Homestay: No

Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. (P'21) - Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. (New York, NY)

Organization: Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Barnes & Noble and publisher of illustrated children’s picture books and nonfiction titles. We have more than 5,000 books in print in categories that include art, crafts, culinary, gardening, photography, reference, and travel. Sterling also publishes books for a number of brands including AARP, American Museum of Natural History, and Hearst.

Externship: 4- day experience (Mon-Thurs) It will vary per department for shadowing. Each student will gain knowledge about the various departments that make up the business of Publishing, including Editorial, Managing Editorial, Art, Production, and Sales. Students will have the opportunity to meet with the President of the company (the parent of a current student). They would be able to attend acquisition meetings, an art brainstorm, and a formal Lunch & Learn. Best suited for students interested in Sales, Editorial, or Art. www.sterlingpublishing.com

Possible Dates: TBD with host (June 4-Aug. 11)
Homestay: No

OHIO

Kathleen Dugan P'15 - Cleveland Law Library Association (Cleveland, OH)

Organization: We are a law library that serves the legal research and reference needs of lawyers, judges, and county officials in Cuyahoga County. I run the library and serve as the head reference and research librarian. We offer many services, including: in-house use of legal research databases; reference services in person, by phone, by email, by Skype and by chat; off-site document delivery; legal research; remote access to databases; continuing education programs; and off-site and on-site training.

Externship: The extern would: enjoy a tour of our Courthouse and the Justice Center across the street; meet judges and lawyers who come to the law library; learn how to use our state-of-the art online catalog; observe our staff conducting legal reference transactions with patrons; learn how to and use Lexis, Westlaw, and other legal research databases; learn how to and use our sophisticated Integrated Library System to check out books, check in books, maintain patron information and scan books for in-house usage; learn about classifications systems for organizing books; attend any meetings I have scheduled for the week, including a potential summer board meeting; help me plan our Fall continuing legal education programs; and participate in our summer book collection for the Cleveland elementary schools. I would also take the intern out to lunch the first day. I could also arrange for the extern to observe court proceedings if the extern is interested.
Possible Dates: June 11-15, June 25-29, July 16-20, July 30-Aug 3
Homestay: No

Dr. Angela Ranzini P’19 - Metrohealth Medical Center (Cleveland, OH)
Organization: MetroHealth Medical Center is a safety net hospital in Cleveland, Ohio. I am a Maternal Fetal Medicine physician and a member of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. We care for women with high risk pregnancies, either because the mother has medical problems or the fetus has structural abnormalities. I run the Fetal Diagnostic Center, where we see approximately 50 patients per day for ultrasound scans to screen for chromosome abnormalities, structural abnormalities, growth problems in the fetus. We manage pregnancies with maternal or fetal problems which require planning to get the best outcome for the patient and her baby.
Externship: The extern will shadow doctors in the ultrasound unit to see how fetuses are evaluated for chromosome abnormalities, structural malformations and growth problems. The student will learn why we do this testing and how we handle normal and abnormal results. There may be an opportunity to shadow other physicians doing deliveries or prenatal care. I hope that the student will think that being an Ob/Gyn would be interesting and confident that medical school is a good choice of a career. REQUIRED: Medical Compliance (i.e. vaccines, etc.)
Possible Dates: May 14-18, May 21-25, June 4-8, June 11-15
Homestay: Yes

PENNSYLVANIA

Will Agate ’81, P’09 - Will Agate LEED AP (Philadelphia, PA)
Organization: We develop local energy supply and distribution solutions that address climate change, increased resiliency, and the need for higher concentrations of renewable energy serving local communities. The platform that we use is microgrids.
Externship: Understanding how to incorporate higher sustainability practices in a small business environment.
Possible Dates: May 14-18, June 4-8, July 23-27
Homestay: Yes

Dana Arranz P’20 - The Goddard School (King of Prussia, PA)
Organization: Early childhood education and business
Externship: How to set up, run, and work in an early childhood classroom. They will learn to write and implement clarion lesson plans and curriculum.
Possible Dates: Flexible (TBD with host)
Homestay: Yes

Judge David Ashworth ’77, P’05 - Lancaster County Court of Common Pleas (Lancaster, PA)
Organization: State trial level court system
Externship: Court System- See previous information-
Possible Dates: TBD based on trial schedule
Homestay: No

Fran Cannon ’78 - C3 Real Estate & Development (Blue Bell, PA)
Organization: NOTE: ONE DAY SHADOW. We are a commercial real estate and development company specializing in sales, leasing and property management of commercial properties like office, and retail buildings. Also specialize in Property Management of all of the above.
Externship: Marketing and Property management of commercial properties, sales calls, and architect meetings for space planning. Again, this is a one day shadowing experience.
Possible Dates: One day during the following weeks: June 11-15, June 18-22, June 25-29
Homestay: No

Skip Cowen '81 - Cornerstone Advisors Asset Management, LLC (Bethlehem, PA)
Organization: Cornerstone is a Registered Investment Adviser with the SEC that specializes in consulting to successful institutions and wealthy families. In everything we do, Cornerstone is guided by a set of core principles. Our commitment to these principles is reflected in our client-first approach to business. Our obligation of undivided loyalty is born from these principles and makes us a true fiduciary. We are a privately-owned experienced financial consulting firm and are affiliated with the largest insurance buying group, M Financial, in the country. We are dedicated to providing our clients unbiased financial consulting, as true fiduciaries do.
Externship: The externs will have the opportunity to see all sides of the investment consulting business. They'll meet with each individual in the office to better understand exactly what they do on a daily basis. This will give the externs a wide oversight as to what Cornerstone does as well as all of the opportunities that exist within an organization such as this.
Possible Dates: May 14-18 (extern must come this week, not flexible on dates)
Homestay: No

Dr. Robert Gillis '97 - WELLSPAN ORTHOPEDICS (GETTYSBURG, PA)
Organization: Orthopedic Surgery. Outpatient and operating room shadowing opportunities. WellSpan is a health care system serving south central Pennsylvania. Gettysburg Hospital is a member of WellSpan.
Externship: Outpatient/office visit care of orthopedic patients. Non-operative and operative management of orthopedic patients. Opportunity to see orthopedic surgery in the operating room.
Possible Dates: Flexible (not available May 21-25, May 28-June 1, July 2-6)
Homestay: No

Shannon Jones '04 - Cuisine365 (Conshohocken, PA)
Organization: Cuisine365 started out like any other small business – hard work, big dreams and the desire to provide a higher standard in the food service industry. Our journey began in the sports world where we catered primarily for NBA and collegiate athletes. As our reputation spread, Cuisine365 thrived because of our attention to detail, superior customer service and delicious, yet health conscious food. Our team of Registered Dietitians and creative Chefs provide tailored meals for our range of clients- from pro athletes to a hungry workforce. Our comprehensive package of offerings includes: corporate wellness programs, on-site catering, meal delivery, and Nutritious365 Mobile. Our team’s driving passion is the creation of a culinary and nutritious movement by formulating cutting-edge, fact-based menus designed to fuel body and mind alike. Our mission is to empower people to live healthy and productive lifestyles by providing focused nutrition food infused with flavor. We cultivate our mission by constant innovation in the culinary arts, while our Dietitians pioneer nutritional science.
Externship: The true meaning of Food = Fuel. Our staff dietitian will work with students on the chemical make-up of the body and the food we eat, and why nutrition needs change depending on an individual's composition and goals (fueling a workout, building muscle, losing weight, etc). Students will also see small and large scale event planning, social media marketing, sales tools, community networking, and customer service. Ideal opportunity for a student studying/pursuing: Marketing, Statistics, Pre-Med (Nutrition Focus), or Management.
Possible Dates: TBD with host
Homestay: No

Helen Karchner P’19 - Karchner Marketing Research & KMR Research Studio (Collegeville, PA)
Organization: Please see our website: www.KMRResearchStudio.com
Externship: As an intern with KMR, you will become one of our KMR TEAM Members. As such, your opportunity for learning and growth will be varied, with the multi-faceted projects we have ongoing. By supporting the senior KMR
Team, you will have an opportunity to gain valuable experience. Marketing Experience: - Expansion of the KMR brand - Development of KMR brand subsidiaries - Growth of the new KMR Research Studio - Maintenance of current KMR clients - Cultivation of new/past KMR clients Marketing Research Experience: - Assist our Field Coordinator with commissioned research projects - Conduct desk research on various research topics and therapeutic areas - Cross check recruiting data gleaned against screener criterion - Take notes and/or shadow a moderator during active qualitative interviews - Transcribe interviews - Locate and identify applicable verbatim quotations - Create charts and graphs to support explanation of a study’s results - Monitor social media discussions - Manage various data bases - Create and design surveys - Provide graphic design support for final reports including pictures, diagrams, etc Participation within and support for various projects is proportionate to incoming research. The industry does experience seasonality, typically busier in the 3rd & 4th Q’s. However, exposure to research methodologies, exploration into state-of-the-art digital techniques, and an opportunity to glean various research philosophies through attendance at industry presentations will always be available. Moreover, continued marketing efforts are required to cultivate potentially new clients and re-engage current clients. We welcome ambitious, dedicated, insightful, and inspirational student interns. The only bad question is the one that’s never asked! Communication is key to a successful internship! We usually work 12-14hr days each day Possible Dates: TBD with host Homestay: No

Dr. Stephen Kareha ’03 - St. Luke’s Physical Therapy (Allentown, PA)

Organization: Evaluating and treating people with movement problems. I also run an Orthopaedic residency which is a post-graduate specialty program.
Externship: What a physical therapist does and also administration of a specialty residency program. REQUIREMENTS: Student must have received a TB shot (within 1 year of date of externship) and a current year’s flu vaccine.
Possible Dates: TBD with host
Homestay: No

Hannah King (Gettysburg Employee) - Gettysburg College (Gettysburg, PA)

Organization: Interested in a career in philanthropy, fundraising, or alumni relations? This externship immerses the student in the workings of Development, Alumni, and Parent Relations at Gettysburg College. It enables participants to learn about the fundraising profession while gaining firsthand experience. The Division of Development, Alumni, and Parent Relations advances the mission of Gettysburg College by securing financial resources, facilitating volunteerism, and promoting engagement. In my role, I assist the strategic planning and implementation of fundraising for the Gettysburg Fund. I also collaborate with other offices within the division to assist in additional fundraising initiatives for the College, to plan alumni and donor events, and to manage reunion and young alumni volunteers.
Externship: In addition to learning about fundraising and volunteer management, the extern will have the opportunity to meet with additional development professionals to learn more about the variety of positions, assist with event planning, travel to participate in an alumni visit, and oversee light project work.
Possible Dates: Flexible (not June 11-22)
Homestay: No

Dr. Joseph Rava ’87, P’18 - Exton Dental Medicine Associates (Exton, PA)

Organization: General/family dental practice with two locations and two dentists.
Externship: Students will primarily spend shadowing in our practice. We will additionally arrange for time spent with our referral specialists depending on the students interest. I would like to customize it to each students interests. The experience is best for an upper class student with a serious desire to attend dental school.
Possible Dates: TBD with Host - Any week May 14-August 3 (except week of July 4th)
Homestay: Possibly, depending on week
Dr. Denise Telford-Wren '86 - Penn State Hershey Medical Group Elizabethtown (Elizabethtown, PA)

**Organization:** I work as a pediatrician in the outpatient setting for Penn State Hershey Medical Center. My work consists of patient care, teaching medical students and pediatric residents and doing research.

**Externship:** The extern will learn the many facets of being a pediatrician at an academic medical center. The extern will observe acute and well care of patients in an outpatient setting and meet medical students and residents in training.

**REQUIREMENTS:** extern must go through the medical center's approval process for shadowing - confidentiality agreement, medical forms, etc.

**Possible Dates:** TBD with host

**Homestay:** Yes (for a student who identifies as female)

---

Dr. Christopher Wahlers '99 - Wahlers Family Dentistry (East Norriton, PA)

**Organization:** This is a one doctor, 5 employee dental office.

**Externship:** TWO DAY EXPERIENCE - The experience would be for anyone with an interest in dentistry or who is exploring their options for a healthcare career. Our hours are Monday-Thursday 8am-6pm. The externship could run as short as one day, if the student requests, to as long as one week. The student can shadow me as I go about my day, and would have the opportunity to assist me (take the place of the dental assistant) for various procedures. The student can also shadow or observe the hygienists and other staff around the office to learn more about the entire business of a dental practice.

**Possible Dates:** TBD with host (again, 2-day experience max)

**Homestay:** No

---

RHODE ISLAND

Dr. Mary A. Carskadon '69 - EP Bradley Hospital Sleep Research Lab (Providence, RI)

**Organization:** I am a hospital-based scientist, though my laboratory is not in the hospital, but in a free-standing facility. In the summer we run intensive research protocols, and a fair amount of my time is spent administering the science. The best experience of our work is achieved through a longer, more intensive research apprenticeship (www.sleepforscience.org) that has a competitive admission process. If extern student wants to observe the research first-hand, he or she would need to take the full set of steps required by the hospital to be a registered volunteer.

**Externship:** How a small sleep/chronobiology/behavioral science laboratory is organized and run. Depending upon interest level, observer sleep recordings, behavioral testing (computerized tasks for impulse control, vigilance, attentional bias), sensory modalities (taste, smell), and so forth.

**Possible Dates:** June 25-29, Aug 6-10

**Homestay:** No

---

TEXAS

Dr. Megan Campbell '06 - Baylor College of Medicine - Hugo Bellen's Lab (Houston, TX)

**Organization:** Baylor College of Medicine (BCM) is in the heart of the Texas Medical Center (TMC), the largest dedicated medical center in the world. Here, research and medicine intertwine for a culture that promotes biomedical discovery. In the Bellen lab we use fruit flies to better understand the genes needed to develop and maintain a functioning nervous system and the consequences from disruption of those genes and how that relates to human disease.

**Externship:** 3 DAY EXPERIENCE: I am currently a postdoc in Hugo Bellen's lab, which focuses on using Drosophila (fruit flies) to better understand the genes needed to develop and maintain a functioning nervous system and the consequences of disrupting those genes and how that relates to human disease mechanisms. By spending a week with me in Houston, you would get to see what the day to day of a research scientist looks like. You will interact with graduate students, postdocs and professors and conduct some small molecular biology or genetics experiments.
Depending on your interests and the timing of your visit, I may be able to arrange for you to spend a day (or a half day) in other laboratories at BCM, MD Anderson or Methodist (other Institutes within TMC) where other biomedical research strategies or different model organisms are used to address complex biological questions (cell culture, computational biology, mouse, zebrafish, etc.). Hopefully, at the end of the week you will have a fairly comprehensive picture of what it means to be a bench scientist and what to expect if you choose to further your science education after Gettysburg.

**Possible Dates:** Flexible (3 day experience TBD May 14-June 22)

**Homestay:** No

**Quenby Mott ’89 - The Kinkaid School (Houston, TX)**

**Organization:** I work at a private pre-k through 12 day school in Houston, TX. My work is focused on academic and emotional advising along with college counseling.

**Externship:** The busy life of a high school administrator and or teacher. Dealing with complex issues of teenagers beyond homework and study skills.

**Possible Dates:** June 4-8, June 18-22, June 25-29

**Homestay:** Yes

**Dr. David Musselman ’82 - North Texas Heart Center (Dallas, TX)**

**Organization:** General cardiology practice of 16 cardiologists and electrophysiologists in Dallas and McKinney, TX

**Externship:** Cardiac catheterizations and coronary interventions Office cardiology Hospital consultative cardiology Nuclear cardiology Echocardiography, vascular ultrasound and stress testing

**Possible Dates:** Flexible - TBD with host

**Homestay:** Yes

**Virginia**

**Jennifer Causey ’11 - George Mason University, Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness (Fairfax, VA)**

**Organization:** About the Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness: The primary mission of the Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness (OIRE) is to advance Mason’s vision by proactively supporting the information and analytical need for fulfilling the GMU’s four core institutional characteristics, namely innovative, diverse, entrepreneurial, and accessible. To this end, OIRE provides data and analysis for strategic planning, institutional research and effectiveness. In addition, OIRE serves as the primary source of official data for state, federal, and other external agencies. About the Senior Research Analyst Position: My duties consist of providing information about George Mason such as enrollment and graduation statistics to parties both on-campus, and nationally. I am responsible for providing information to college guides (e.g. US News, Princeton Review) that contribute to ranking George Mason University against other universities. I also incorporate current data visualization trends to present data to others in a way that allows them to explore the data, and discover potential trends not immediately visible in a table.

**Externship:** During your externship, you will have an opportunity to observe various day-to-day activities within the office including (but not limited to): database management, survey reporting, and course evaluation processing. You will also learn more about data visualization and how it is progressing within the field of institutional research. The externship will possibly involve some small projects related to data visualization using either R or SAS (no prior experience is necessary).

**Possible Dates:** May 21-25, June 11-15, July 9-13, July 16-20, Aug 13-17

**Homestay:** No

**Deborah Gilpin P’21 - The Jackson Clinics (Herndon, VA)**

**Organization:** This is a company of 15 outpatient physical therapy clinics around Northern Virginia (Washington DC area). We specialize in manual therapy and biomechanical treatment of the body. Some of our clinics see pediatric patients, some do aquatic therapy, some treat Parkinson’s patients and some treat vestibular issues so there are opportunities to
observe many different ages and patient diagnosis. We are very education oriented so our clinics are used to having students there observing.

**Externship:** This would be an opportunity to observe the evaluation and treatment of many types of orthopedic and neurological symptoms and diagnosis. The extern would be able to follow patients through their PT session observing manual techniques, functional assessments and then the exercise progression. There are also opportunities to observe dry needling, pool therapy, pediatric treatments, vestibular rehab and Parkinson’s rehabilitation. The experience can be tailored to the Extern’s goals and interests. **REQUIRED:** They will have to take an on-line HIPPA privacy education test and comply with the professional dress code.

**Possible Dates:** May 14-18, May 21-25, May 28-June 1, June 4-8, June 11-15, June 18-22

**Homestay:** Yes

---

**Keith Masback ’87 - United States Geospatial Intelligence Foundation - (Non-Profit Management and Leadership)**

*Herndon, VA*

**Organization:** The United States Geospatial Intelligence Foundation (USGIF) is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit educational foundation that supports the US defense and intelligence communities, as well as the broader human security mission spanning the international geospatial community of government, industry, and academic interests. USGIF supports professional development in many ways: K-12 educational programs, accreditation of collegiate geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) programs, scholarships for undergraduate and graduate students, certification of professional geospatial analysts, and hosting of conferences and other events that serve professional networking, entrepreneurial engagement, and continuing education needs throughout the GEOINT community.

**Externship:** Students participating in the Gettysburg Externship with USGIF in Non-Profit Management & Leadership will be given an overview of career paths in a non-profit organization to include event management, business development and sales, marketing, communications, membership, volunteer management, professional development, and executive leadership. Students will receive an in-depth look at the day-to-day operations, one-on-one discussions with USGIF leadership, job shadowing with the position of each student’s choice (ex. event management, business development, marketing, etc.), and visits to other non-profit organizations in the DC metropolitan area.

**Possible Dates:** June 12-14 (3 days)

**Homestay:** No (but discounted rate code for adjacent hotel if needed)

---

**Keith Masback ’87 - United States Geospatial Intelligence Foundation - (Geospatial Intelligence & National Security)**

*Herndon, VA*

**Organization:** The United States Geospatial Intelligence Foundation (USGIF) is a not-for-profit educational foundation that supports the US defense and intelligence communities, as well as the broader human security mission that spans the international geospatial community of government, industry, and academic interests. USGIF supports professional development in many ways, including accreditation of collegiate geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) programs, scholarships for undergraduate and graduate students, certification of professional geospatial analysts, and hosting of conferences and other events that serve professional networking, entrepreneurial engagement, and continuing education needs throughout the GEOINT community.

**Externship:** Students interested in establishing careers with the US defense, intelligence, and homeland security communities will gain significant insights into government and industry operations supporting this mission. Students participating in the Gettysburg Externship with USGIF will be introduced to a diversity of government, industry, and academic partner organizations through on-site meetings and tours.

**Possible Dates:** June 12-14 (3 days)

**Homestay:** No (but discounted rate code for adjacent hotel if needed)
VERMONT

Dr. Marc Greenblatt P'19 - University of Vermont College of Medicine (Burlington, VT)
Organization: I am an oncologist at the University of Vermont Medical Center, and a researcher in cancer genetics. My work combines patient care, teaching, and research. I see patients who have gastrointestinal cancers, and also do consultations for patients who may have genetic predisposition to cancer. Most weeks, I see patients two full days and pursue academic and administrative activities the other three days. Non-patient-care activities include meeting with research colleagues (in person and by phone), writing and reviewing papers and grant applications, and attending hematology-oncology educational conferences.

Externship: The extern will learn about the practice of cancer medicine and cancer research by observing an oncology practice at an academic medical center, observing interactions with cancer patients, attending oncology educational activities, and being exposed to cancer genetics research that focuses on how we interpret genetic variation. Students with an interest in computer or statistical skills could contribute to research projects.

Possible Dates: Flexible (not available May 21-25, July 9-13, or July 16-20)
Homestay: No

WASHINGTON

Kris Deyerle P'21 - Confluence Health (Wenatchee, WA)
Organization: I am the General Counsel for a rural hospital system in North Central Washington, that is composed of 2 hospitals and numerous clinics through a 4 county area. I handle day-to-day legal matters for the system, which involves reviewing contracts, advising on patient care issues as relates to the guardianship, consent, powers of attorney, etc., advising on regulatory compliance matters, billing compliance, employment matters, ....

Externship: During the externship, they would observe the inner workings of a hospital system, the day-to-day issues that come up and how they are handled. REQUIRED: Medical Compliance (i.e. vaccines, etc.)

Possible Dates: June 4-8, June 11-15, July 23-27
Homestay: Yes